COURSE PLANNED IN ENTERTAINMENT

Joseph Tankoos Heads Faculty Of Novel Orgy In Education

Announcement this morning of the addition by the faculty of the Institute of a new course for the curricula to be offered next year presages a new departure in the fields of endeavor to be covered by Technology. The course, to be known as Entertainment Engineering, will be in charge of Professor S. Joseph Tankoos.

"Believing that the education offered here is too limited in its scope," said the official announcement telling of the innovation, "we have, after many years' study, completed a curriculum for the new course which we believe will broaden considerably the outlook of Technology men on life beyond the confines of the laboratory."

50% To Take Course

Arrangements have been made to take in the new course almost half of the present population of the Institute. Registration is expected to outnumber that in the largest courses now being offered. All upperclassmen wishing to be considered for transfer to Ent. Eng. should see Professor Tankoos under the third table from the bar at the Fox and Hounds Club between 11:31 and 11:47 tomorrow evening.

News of this departure in higher education has spread like wildfire to all parts of the country, bringing havoc in its wake at all of the major colleges in New England. Harvard University, unwilling to be outdone in field it is hoped at the University, announced that hereafter all entering freshmen will be put under the personal charge of professor H. S. (Chorus-girl-for-entrance-examination) Sorokin. Because of Professor Sorokin's excellent acquaintance with the field it is hoped at the University that their course will be able to get under way at least three weeks before the Institute will be able to accept their first students.

Outstanding Faculty

An outstanding roster of men have been obtained by the administration of the Institute to make up the faculty which will administer the course. Besides Professor Tankoos, the following men, all experts in their chosen lines, have been signed: Howard Davies, Professor of Recreation; Theodore H. Guething, Professor of Rumble Seats; Francis B. Herlihy, Professor of Lower Floor Operations; Warne Perrault Johnson, Professor of Refreshments; Frederick T. Davies, Associate Professor in charge of Scollay Square.

BAD NEWS FOR THE MUGS UP THE RIVER

Sad news for the mugs up the river will be the coup de main accomplished this afternoon by Professor Davies in signing contract for exclusive privileges at the Galaxy, Old Howard, and Crawford House.

Lounge Lizards Is Class A Group

Course XXV Grads Get New Honorary In Secret Conclave

Concurrent with the official Institute recognition of Course XXV, Entertainment Engineering, the Institute Committee in a secret conclave behind closed doors last night granted the full honors and privileges of a Class A activity to a new honorary society intended solely for members and graduates of this course.

After a heated debate, which often bordered closely on personalities, a cheering, riotous Inst. Com. led by such BMOC's as smiling Jocko Herlihy, MITAA prexy, Bob MacBride, dormitory man-about-town, and Jerry Coo, Senior Class president, ran roughshod over the plebian protests of Greas I. Grind and Bill Brownbagger and voted overwhelmingly for the recognition of the Lounge Lizard society.

Planned by Course XXV

Officially titled Lambda Lambda the new honorary fraternity has long been in the minds of various factors behind the initiation and organization of the Institute's newest pedagogical program.

Chart of the society states as its aims, "The promulgation of a spirit of gay, carefree and careless fun; the organization and formation of numerous and varied 'fun groups' with discouragement of extreme, mildly intense, study groups; the furtherance of an ephemeral genre of fun."
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